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Where High Performance
and Recreation Meet
For years Goldline has been known as the Choice of Champions
and has been trusted by curlers at all levels of play. We have gone
through a multi-year refresh of our product line and introduced
a whole swath of new products which have been energetically
embraced by all levels of curlers.
Over the last few years we have turned our attention to the high
performance market. We are excited to announce a line up of new
and innovative products specifically geared towards curlers who
are looking to maximize their performance on the ice.
This season we are introducing 6 new products, all tailored for
curlers who are playing at the very top levels of the sport, or
working towards doing so.
1. In this catalogue, you will find information on perhaps our
most highly anticipated product, our new Impact brooms.
We’ve redesigned our broom head from the ground up,
partnering with high performance curler and Sports Engineer,
Mark Taylor, who will be playing 2nd on Team Waddell out of
the British Curling Olympic program. Learn more on page 6.
2. We are also introducing the Rush shoe, the first in our new
Momentum series. We started work on this shoe two years
before the pandemic hit, but had to delay our launch. This
has provided us with nearly two years of on-ice performance
feedback, and we’ve loved everything we’ve seen. We’re sure
you’ll love them too. Find out more on page 4.
3. This year we also have two new gloves. The Clutch glove
features grip zone technology on the palm, which will
maximize your ability to grip the broom handle while applying
your full force on the broom. The Blaze is a warmer glove,
geared towards skips who need grip for short bursts and
warmth throughout their game. Check out both these gloves
on page 12.
4. Finally, we’ve managed to work through our supply chain
issues and look forward to releasing our new pants this
season. We have new pants for both men and women that
balance flexibility, style and quality. Whether you’re playing a
casual Thursday night mixed game or under the spotlight at
the Grand Slam of Curling, these pants will be great on the
ice. See for yourself on page 13.

WHEREVER THERE’S CURLING,
THERE’S GOLDLINE.
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Growing the Sport

Our passion for the sport has lead us to a
number of great partnerships, always with an
eye on how we can help to grow the game!

ARM: 2” x 2” PVC patch

THE GOLDLINE
BONSPIEL

OTTAWA VALLEY
CURLING ASSOCIATION

CANADA’S OLDEST AND
LARGEST BONSPIEL
BONSPIEL SPONSOR

Changing the Face of Curling
On June 18, 2020 Goldline Curling made a statement that we
have not done enough to support racialized communities
in curling. That statement was just a beginning for us, as we
started down a path of learning and partnership.
In February, 2021 we announced our #UnitedWeCurl
initiative. You can learn more at unitedwecurl.com.

UnitedWeCurl Advisory Team with Goldline Curling / Sportsnet, Oakville ON (Oct. 2021)
BACK: Rob DePodesta (SN), Andrew Paris, Debra Martin, Richard Norman, Erin Flowers,
Andrew Brett; FRONT: Shannon Kleibrink, Sabena Islam, Calissa Daly, Greyden Yee Louison;
ABSENT: Brittany Tran, Pete Townshend

Shop all #UnitedWeCurl brooms and
apparel at goldlinecurling.com
1.800.465.6900 | goldlinecurling.com

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
There are exciting projects already in the works,
so please continue to watch for additional
announcements. #ChangeTheFaceOfCurling
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NEW!
MOMENTUM RUSH
for men & women

Includes a set of gripper discs.

Comfort meets
high performance

DASH
GLIDE

SLIDING DISCS
Speed 8
Speed 11
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REPLACEMENT
GRIPPER DISCS

BURST
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G50 SHOES

The G50 line is wrapped in our signature IceKnit
fabric providing lightweight, durable insulation for
warmth and felxibility.

FUEGO

AZUL

CYCLONE

STORM

CHINOOK

SWAGGER

Speed 11

Speed 8

Speed 11

Speed 11

Speed 5

Double Gripper

NEW!

BREEZE
Speed 5

CUSTOM SHOE SERVICES
Goldline can convert your favourite pair of shoes
into curling shoes or repair your existing curling
shoes and give them new life.
Contact us for more information!

5” x 14” Material Slab
3/32” Teflon
5/32” Teflon
1/4” Teflon
Gripper
Toe Coat Kit (coats 4 to 6 shoes)
Toe Coat Application 			
1.800.465.6900 | goldlinecurling.com

DIY

Installed

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
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Get on the ice and make an

NEW!

CARBON FIBER IMPACT

with GRIP ZONE TECHNOLOGY

1” or 1-1/8”

Tested and proven to
maximize performance
for carry, hold and carve.

Certified to meet WCF Specifications
when paired with an Impact Pro Sleeve.
Learn more at goldlinecurling.com

PRIDE

QUAKE

FOCUS

I

TSUNAM

SONIC

SURGE
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INDIVIDUALLY REPLACEABLE COMPONENTS
The Impact components are sold separately to allow you to
upgrade your existing broom by building the complete head
system or replacing individual parts as needed.

IMPACT HEAD
1” or 1-1/8”

IMPACT BASE

IMPACT FOAM

Two-part base component.

Closed cell, PU foam helps to
power the performance of the
Impact head.

Same quick release hosel as the
Goldline Air and Air X Heads.

COMPLETE
HEAD

HEAD

IMPACT REC SLEEVE
7 colour ways

BASE

Durable and effective – lasts for approximately
25 games, or a full season of weekly play.

FOAM

IMPACT PRO SLEEVE
SLEEVE

1.800.465.6900 | goldlinecurling.com

Sold as singles or in 10-pack
WCF approved and can be used in any competitive
play that requires WCF certified equipment.
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The AIR line - Light, Fast & Effective
Composite Handles
#1 CHOICE OF BROOM IN THE WORLD TODAY

FIBERLITE AIR

RED DRAGON

1” or 1-1/8”

FIBERLITE AIR X
1” or 1-1/8”

WCF approved when paired
with Pro pads.

SILVER ICE
LIMELIGHT
BLUE STEEL
AURORA
WHITE GOLD
PRIDE - NEW!

Fiberglass Handles
FG360 AIR

AIR HEAD OFFERS FULL 3600 ROTATION

1” or 1-1/8”

SILVER

WCF approved when
paired with Pro pads.

BLUE
RED

FG AIR
1” only

Equipped with the stationary
version of the AIR Head and
an Airway pad.
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BEST VALUE IN CURLING BROOMS
RED
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Heads and Pads
AIR HEAD

AIR X HEAD

Allows the curler to sweep more precisely
for line through focused weight transfer to
a precise and smaller surface area.

Fits 1” or 1-1/8”

BROOM HEAD
COVER

Sweep more effectively for weight
with a larger surface area.

Breathable stretch fabric allows
broom head to dry while covered.

Fits 1” or 1-1/8”

BEST FOR
LINE

BEST FOR
DISTANCE

AIRWAY & AIRWAY X

AIR PRO & AIR PRO X

Durable and effective – lasts for approximately
25 games, or a full season of weekly play.

Ideal for use by competitive players entering
events requiring WCF certified pads.
AIR

X
PRO

AIR

fluorescent orange | lime | red | blue | plum | pink

NORWAY
Durable fabric with a ridged surface.

PRO

sport yellow

OVAL PRO

Certified to meet WCF specifications.
Compatible with standard oval heads.

sport yellow
fluorescent orange | lime | red | blue | pink

1.800.465.6900 | goldlinecurling.com
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Delivery Devices
SABER

SABER HEAD

Unique 2-in-1 device is both a stick and a broom.

Available in 1” or 1-1/8”.

Silver 1” Handle

EXCALIBER DELIVERY STICK
Cleanest release of any delivery device.

EXCALIBER
HEAD

Blue FG 1” Handle

Available in 1” or 1-1/8”.

TELESCOPING EXCALIBER
Adjusts from 41” to a fully extended 67”.

LEVELS AND SQUARES THE SHOULDERS,
PROVIDING A STABLE SLIDING PLATFORM

ARROW
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SCEPTER
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DOES YOUR CLUB RUN
RENTAL PROGRAMS?

WE CAN HELP!
BULK SAVINGS
We offer bulk order savings on our double gripper
shoes / helmets / FG and FG360 brooms / slip-on
sliders / step-on sliders / slip-on grippers and stylish
protective headgear.

SAFETY
Keep your rental curlers safe and your ice clean with
our new Swagger double gripper shoes. Complete with
sizing designations on the heel of the shoes – just like
bowling!

ASK THE PROS...

Let Goldline show you how a Curling Club rental
program can be successful and sustainable for your
Learn to Curl and rental programs.

“THE SWAGGER DOUBLE-GRIPPER SHOE
HAS MADE MY ICE MAKING EASIER AND MY
BUILDING SAFER. CLEAN, SAFE, AFFORDABLE
– MY RENTAL PROGRAM MAKES EVERYONE
HAPPY AND PAYS FOR ITSELF.”

Contact Erin today at erin@goldlinecurling.com to
learn more about our custom programs.

JOCK TYRE
KELOWNA CURLING CLUB MANAGER

WIN-WIN SUPPORT

Curling Gloves
NEW!

Goldline has a selection of gloves and mitts that provide
freedom of movement and help you maintain a grip on
your broom during play.

NEW!

CLUTCH GLOVE

BLAZE GLOVE

Lock your hands in place while
applying your full weight on the broom.
Unisex XS - XXL

A warmer glove, geared towards skips who need
grip for short bursts, and want warmth and comfort
throughout their game.

BEST FOR SWEEPERS

BEST FOR SKIPS

PLATINUM GLOVE

CURLING MITT

Silicone treatment on the palm for greater grip and
insulated throughout.
Unisex XS - XXL

Unisex XS - XXL

Synthetic leather exterior and polar fleece insulation.
Unisex XS - XL

Goldline has the right fit for every player.
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Curling Pants
AGILITY

The perfect balance of flexibility,
style and performance

NEW!

Sizes: 28 | 30 | 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46 | 48

Durable and
comfortable
stretch fabric

Modern style
and high quality
construction

FINESSE

NEW!

Sizes: 2 | 4 | 6 | 8 | 10 | 12 | 14 | 16 | 18 | 20

Fashionable and
flattering fit

Wide, flat
waistband with
zip pocket

1.800.465.6900 | goldlinecurling.com
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Accessories
WIDE GRIPPER

STEP-ON SLIDER

KNEE PAD

For Momentum, G50 and Quantum shoes.

An excellent alternative to tape for beginners.
Upgraded with 1/16” Teflon slider.

Adjustable pant saver that also pads
the knee.

Sizing: XXS - XXL (see sizing chart
online)

REGULAR GRIPPER

FULL SLIP-ON SLIDER

For Podium and narrow street shoes.
Sizing: XS - XXL

ROCKWATCHER

Timer specifically designed
for curling. Fastens to
broom handle for easy
access.

Sizing: S, L

Designed to be worn over regular shoes as a temporary slider. Full length Teflon.

PERSONAL BROOM BAG
Easily holds four brooms plus accessories.

Sizing: S, M, L, XL

STOPWATCH

Durable stopwatch with
lanyard and replaceable
heavy duty battery.
Black or Yellow.

SLIDING
TAPE

DESIGNER
SOCKS

CURLING
SOCKS

Economical and
convenient means
of providing casual
curlers with a slider.

Add a little curling fun to your
wardrobe with these knitted
curling motif socks.

Designed specifically
for curling. Highperformance and
wicking properties
keep your feet warm
and dry.

One Size

Sizing: S, M, L

QUANTUM DISCS
Speed 10

Fast, similar to 1/4”
traditional slider.
TEFLON
SET OF 7
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Grippers
Sure-footed traction
discs.
TPR RUBBER
SET OF 7
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Protective Headgear

...BECAUSE THE ICE IS A HARD PLACE!

Goldline’s protective headgear offers
maximum protection, comfort and great
looks. Designed to reduce the possibility of
serious injury when the feet slip out and the
fall is onto the back of the head.

It is important that the protective
headgear fits snug and is worn such that
the protective part covers the apex of the
head. All styles come with a removable
chinstrap.

PO’BOY

TOQUE

BASEBALL HAT

Sizes: S/M or L/XL

Sizes: S/M or L/XL

Sizes: S/M or L/XL

Black | Icelandic

Icelandic | Black/Red

Black with White

HEADBAND

CURLING HELMETS

Black | Pink

Goldline’s curling helmets are designed to protect your
head in any fall on the ice, and exceed CE EN 1077-2008
test standards. They feature a cushioned lining for comfort
and are ventilated to allow air flow. Has adjusting dial for
precise fit and comfort.

Sizes: XS/S, S/M or L/XL (black only)

Adult Helmet

Small 52 to 56 cm
Medium 56 to 58 cm
Large 58 to 62 cm

1.800.465.6900 | goldlinecurling.com
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For more than a decade Goldline has been proud to
be a sponsor and also the official event merchandiser
for the Pinty’s Grand Slam of Curling.
Check out our website for a complete selection of
merchandise or better yet, drop into our pop-up shop
at one of this year’s Grand Slams.

See the latest
lineup of items at
goldlinecurling.com

1.800.465.6900 | goldlinecurling.com
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Curling Rocks!

3.5” MINI GRANITE
ROCK

Curling novelties are great for bonspiel prizes,
participation bags or just as a gift to your favourite curler.

1.5” MINI GRANITE
ROCK

PEWTER ROCK
KEYCHAIN

Red | Yellow | Blue

CURLING WINE CADDY

RUBBER ROCK
KEYCHAIN
Red | Yellow | Blue

WINE BOTTLE STOPPER

ROCK ZIPPER PULL

Red | Yellow | Blue

Pewter | Gold

CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS

FATHER CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS

Yellow | Red | Blue | Green

Set of three

1.800.465.6900 | goldlinecurling.com
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Explore our collection of unique curling jewelry.
Timeless creations with a truly distinctive elegance.

HOUSE RINGS NECKLACE &
EARRINGS

dia.

Ring necklace with gold chain
Ring necklace with cord
Ring earrings
Can be sold as Necklace/Earrings set
with gold chain or cord.

HOUSE RINGS WITH BORDER
NECKLACE & EARRINGS

Border necklace with gold chain
Border necklace with cord
Border earrings
Can be sold as Necklace/Earrings set
with gold chain or cord.

1.25”x 1.25”

2”

ia.

.75”x .75”

.80” d

Jewelry

1”x .50”

1”x .50”

2D GRANITE CURLING ROCK

Granite/Gold rock with gold chain
Granite/Gold rock with cord
Granite/Silver rock with silver chain
Granite/Silver rock with cord

2D AMBER CURLING ROCK

Amber/Gold rock with gold chain
Amber/Gold rock with cord
Amber/Gunmetal rock with gunmetal chain
Amber/Gunmetal rock with cord

2D TURQUOISE CURLING ROCK

1”x .50”

Turquoise/Silver rock with silver chain
Turquoise/Silver rock with cord
Turquoise/Gunmetal rock with gunmetal chain
Turquoise/Gunmetal rock with cord

Granite/Gold rock with gold chain
Granite/Gold rock with cord
Granite/Silver rock with silver chain
Granite/Silver rock with cord
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2D GLITTERING CURLING ROCK

Glitter/Gold rock with gold chain
Glitter/Gold rock with cord
Glitter/Gunmetal rock with gunmetal chain
Glitter/Gunmetal rock with cord

3D JADE CURLING ROCK

.75”x .50”

.75”x .50”

3D GRANITE CURLING ROCK

1”x .50”

Jade/Gold rock with gold chain
Jade/Gold rock with cord
Jade/Silver rock with silver chain
Jade/Silver rock with cord

.75”x .50”

.75”x .50”

3D AMETHYST CURLING ROCK

Amethyst/Gold rock with gold chain
Amethyst/Gold rock with cord
Amethyst/Silver rock with silver chain
Amethyst/Silver rock with cord

3D EMERALD CURLING ROCK

Emerald/Silver rock with silver chain
Emerald/Silver rock with cord
Emerald/Gunmetal rock with gunmetal chain
Emerald/Gunmetal rock with cord

1.800.465.6900 | goldlinecurling.com

SILVER CHAIN
GOLD CHAIN
CORD
GUNMETAL CHAIN
All Chain Styles - 21” long

1” wide

1.50

” x 1”

2D GRANITE CURLING ROCK
BRACELETS

Granite/Gold bracelet
Granite/Silver bracelet

GOLDLINE GOOSH NECKLACE

Gold symbol with gold chain
Gold symbol with cord
Silver symbol with silver chain
Silver symbol with cord
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.75”x .50”

3D CURLING ROCK BRACELETS

Jade rock with cord
Emerald rock with cord
Amethyst rock with cord

ain
ch
.75” wide

.75” wide

ROCK NECKLACES

PROVINCIAL & TERRITORY
FLAG PINS

Gold | Pewter

COUNTRY FLAG PINS

Complete list of pins available on our website

Complete list of pins available on our website

.80” wide

”

1” x .40

.40” wide

ROCK BROOCHES

Gold
Pewter
Pewter with Gold Accent
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SILVER DROP EARRINGS

STUD EARRINGS

Gold | Pewter | Silver
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